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BEAT: BRIEF RECAP
• IRC §59A is effectively an alternative minimum tax imposed on US
corporate taxpayers making “base erosion payments”
• The BEAT adds back to taxable income most expenses paid or accrued
by U.S. corporations and U.S. branches of non-U.S. corporations that
are “applicable taxpayers” to foreign related parties for which a
current deduction is claimed/ allowed.
• If the result ("modified taxable income“ or “MTI”) multiplied by the
applicable tax rate exceeds the regular tax liability with certain
adjustments for tax credits, the corporation is subject to BEAT in
addition to regular tax.
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BEAT: BRIEF RECAP
•

Only “Applicable Taxpayers” are subject to BEAT.

•

Applicable Taxpayer is a person meeting the following three tests:
1) The taxpayer is a corporation (foreign or domestic) other than a regulated
investment company (“RIC”), real estate investment trust (“REIT”) or an S
corporation;
2) The taxpayer has average annual gross receipts for the last three taxable
years of at least $500 million (“Gross Receipts Test”); and

3) The Taxpayer’s Base Erosion Percentage is 3% or higher (2% for affiliated
groups which includes a bank or registered securities dealer) for the tax
year.
•
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Aggregation Rules: For purposes of determining the gross receipts and the
base erosion percentage, members of a controlled group (as defined in §1563,
subject to modifications) are treated as single taxpayer.

BEAT: BRIEF RECAP - Applicable Taxpayer - Base Erosion
Percentage
•

BASE EROSION % COMPUTATION
Aggregate Amount of Base
Erosion Tax Benefits

Base Erosion
%
Aggregate Amount of
Deductions Allowed plus the
base erosion tax benefits
described in Section
59A(c)(2)(A)(iii) and (iv) for
the Taxable Year
See Reg. §1.59A-2(e) for additional details
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BEAT GUIDANCE: OVERVIEW
• Proposed regulations published in the Federal Register on December 21, 2018
(2018 Proposed Regulations)
•

•

Taxpayers may rely on the 2018 proposed regulations in lieu of the final regulations for all
taxable years ending on or before December 6, 2019, provided the taxpayer applies the
2018 proposed regulations in their entirety
Must do so consistently and cannot selectively choose which particular provisions to apply.

• Final regulations published in the Federal Register on December 6, 2019
(Final Regulations)
•
•

•
•

The final regulations (other than reporting for qualified derivative payments (QDPs)) apply to
tax years ending on or after December 17, 2018
Taxpayers also may apply Final Regulations to tax years beginning after December 31, 2017,
and ending before December 17, 2018
Instead of applying the Final Regulations, taxpayers may apply the 2018 Proposed
Regulations in their entirety for all taxable years ending on or before December 6, 2019
Final Regulations relating to consolidated return apply to taxable years for which the original
consolidated tax return is due (without extensions) after December 6, 2019

• Additional proposed regulations published in the Federal Register on
December 6, 2019 (2019 Proposed Regulations)
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BEAT GUIDANCE: 2019 Proposed Regulations
• Generally, the 2019 Proposed Regulations apply prospectively to
taxable years beginning on or after the date these proposed
regulations are finalized
•

Exception: proposed partnership rules (including anti-abuse rules) apply to tax
years ending on or after December 6, 2019

• Taxpayers may apply 2019 Proposed Regulations in their entirety to
taxable years beginning after December 31, 2017, and before the final
regulations are applicable
• For a taxpayer that has applied the 2018 Proposed Regulations to
taxable years ending on or before December 6, 2019, the taxpayer will
be treated as applying 2019 Proposed Regulations in their entirety
even if the taxpayer does not adopt the 2019 Proposed Regulations
relating to aggregate groups for taxable years ending on or before
December 6, 2019
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BEAT GUIDANCE: CHANGES / UPDATES
• Aggregation rules
–
–
–
–

Group determined by “with-or-within” method [different tax years]
Short tax years
Proposed rules for mid-year entry/exit from aggregate
Clarification on intercompany transactions

• Base Erosion Payment Exception - Nonrecognition Transactions along
with Anti-abuse Rules
• Built-in Loss Transactions and §988 losses
• No §15 rate blending
• Modifications to treatment of interest expense allocable to effectively
connected income (ECI) under § 1.882-5 or an applicable tax treaty
• Address application to partnerships, banks, registered securities
dealers, insurance companies, and consolidated groups.
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BEAT GUIDANCE: FINAL REGULATIONS
•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•

No general exception for base erosion payments that create a GILTI, Subpart F or PFIC/ QEF
inclusion
No expansion of the scope of services covered by the SCM exception
No general exception for transactions involving a “middle-man” or “passthrough payments”.
•
However, the Final Regulations clarify that the determination of whether a payment or
accrual by the taxpayer to a foreign related party is described in one of four categories
of a base erosion payment is made under general U.S. federal income tax law,
including agency principles and other doctrines to consider (e.g., conduit,
reimbursement doctrine and assignment of income)
No general exclusion from the definition of a base erosion payment for transactions that
are priced based on the profit split or similar transfer pricing method that is used for
purposes of §482 or revenue sharing payments or similar arrangements for global dealings
No specific exclusion from the definition of base erosion payment for global dealing
operations
No §15 rate blending
No general rule for netting (except as provided in the Final Regulations or under general
U.S. federal income tax principles)
Foreign tax credits continue to reduce MTI, add corporate AMT credit to the list of credits
that do not reduce MTI
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AGGREGATE GROUP: DIFFERENT TAXABLE YEARS PROPOSED REGULATIONS
1/1/2018

US1

Calendar
Year

US2

Fiscal
Year

12/1/2017

§ 59A
effective
date

12/31/2019

12/31/2018

11/30/2018

11/30/2019
Fiscal year not
subject to BEAT
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•

US1 and US2 are members of the same aggregate group. US1 use a calendar tax year and
US2 uses a fiscal year.

•

When US1 computes its Base Erosion Percentage for its calendar year ending December
31, 2018, any payments made by US2 during the period from January 1, 2018, through
December 31, 2018, are taken into account for purposes of determining US1’s Base
Erosion Percentage.

•

Proposed Regulations stated that payments made by US2 during this period are taken into
account even though any payments made by US2 in its taxable year ending November 30,
2018, are not base erosion payments because of the effective date of §59A

AGGREGATE GROUP: WITH-or-WITHIN – DETERMINING
APPLICABLE TAXPAYER STATUS
Issue Under the 2018 Proposed Regulations
•

•
FP
•

•
US1

US2

12/31 YE

11/30 YE

Approach under the Final Regulations
•
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Each taxpayer’s aggregate group is determined as of the last day of that
taxpayer’s taxable year.
If other aggregate group members have a different taxable year, their gross
receipts and base erosion percentage had to be determined based on the
taxpayer’s taxable year.
For 2018, US1 (12/31 YE) would test by including gross receipts of US1 and
US2 (11/30 YE) arising during CY 2015-17, and base erosion payments arising
in 2018 (even though US2 was not subject to BEAT for the majority of the
2018 calendar year).
US2 would include gross receipts of US1 and US2 arising in the prior 3 fiscal
years ending 11/30/18, and base erosion payments arising during the year
ending 11/30/19.

The determination of gross receipts and the base erosion percentage of a
taxpayer’s aggregate group is made on the basis of the taxpayer’s taxable
year and the taxable year of each member of its aggregate group that ends
with or within the applicable taxpayer’s taxable year (the with-or-within
method) Treas. Reg. §1.59A-2(c)(3).
•
The 2019 Proposed Regulations provide additional guidance on application
of the with-or-without method.
•
Unlike the 2018 Proposed Regulations, the Final Regulations do not include
specific rules on short taxable years or predecessors (but see the 2019
Proposed Regulations).
When applying the base erosion percentage test to US1 for 2018, exclude US2’s
base erosion tax benefits arising in pre-BEAT years.

AGGREGATE GROUP: OTHER ITEMS

FP

US1

US2

2019 Final Regulations
•
When determining the base erosion percentage of an aggregate
group, the Final Regulations exclude the base erosion tax
benefits and deductions attributable to the taxable year of a
member of the aggregate group that begins before January 1,
2018. See §1.59A-2(c)(8).
•
The Final Regulations clarify that a transaction between parties is
disregarded for purposes of §59A when determining the gross
receipts and base erosion percentage of an aggregate group if
both parties were members of the aggregate group at the time of
the transaction, without regard to whether the parties were
members of the aggregate group on the last day of the taxpayer’s
taxable year. See §1.59A-2(c)(1).
2019 Proposed Regulations
•
To determine the gross receipts and the base erosion percentage
of a taxpayer with respect to its aggregate group for purposes of
§59A, the 2019 Proposed Regulations take into account only
items of members that occur during the period that they were
members of the taxpayer’s aggregate group. Prop. Reg. §1.59A2(c)(4).
•
Items of members that occur before a member joins an aggregate
group of a taxpayer or after a member leaves an aggregate group
of a taxpayer are not taken into account by the taxpayer.
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BEAT COMPUTATION: MODIFIED TAXABLE INCOME

Taxable
Income

MTI

•
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Base
Erosion %

Sec. 172
NOL
Deductio
ns for
Year

Modified taxable income is defined as the taxpayer’s taxable income without taking
into account:
—

The “base erosion tax benefit amount” or

—

The “base erosion percentage” of an NOL deduction.
▪

•

Base
Erosion
Tax
Benefits

Apply the base erosion percentage (for the aggregate group) of the year in
which the loss arose (the “vintage year”). The base erosion percentage for
NOLs that arose prior to the BEAT effective date is zero

Base erosion tax benefits are determined by reference to “base erosion payments.”

BEAT COMPUTATION: BASE EROSION PAYMENTS
A base erosion payment includes: (§59A(d)):
i. Any amount (including interest) paid or accrued by a taxpayer to a related foreign person and
with respect to which a deduction is allowable
ii. Any amount paid or accrued by the taxpayer to a related foreign person in connection with the
acquisition by the taxpayer from such person of depreciable or amortizable property
❑ Bringing IP in the US from a related party could cause a taxpayer to be subject to BEAT
iii.

Certain reinsurance premiums paid to a related party; and

iv.

Certain payments to post-11/9/17 expatriated entities that are “surrogate foreign corporations”
or their related foreign persons that result in a reduction of the taxpayer’s gross receipts

“Amount paid or accrued” defined broadly to include any form of consideration
• Cash, property, stock, or the assumption of a liability
• Exception in Final Regulations for §§ 332, 351, 355, and 368 “specified nonrecognition
transactions” except to the extent of “other property”. §1.59A-3(b)(3)(viii). But See §1.59A–
9(b)(4) for anti-abuse rules.
• Exception in Final Regulations for transfers involving built-in loss property to the extent of the
built-in loss
❑ Base erosion payments determined on a gross basis (i.e., no netting allowed) unless otherwise
permitted under U.S. tax law
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BEAT COMPUTATION: Nonrecognition Transactions – §351
•

Ex: Inbound 351
Foreign
Parent
Stock $80 and
cash $20

IP (value of 100)

•
•

USCo

•
•

Ex: Outbound 351
USCo
Property FMV of
$100

Stock $80 and
depreciable
property $20

Foreign
Subsidiary
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•

Foreign Parent transfers IP to USCo in exchange for
$80 of stock and $20 of cash
-$20 base erosion payment generated because cash
-$80 attributable to USCo common stock: No base
erosion payment because a “specified
nonrecognition”.

USCo transfers property to Foreign Sub in exchange
for $80 of stock and $20 of depreciable property
$20 base erosion payment generated because “other
property,” need to allocate among various assets
contributed
$80 attributable to Foreign Sub stock: No base
erosion payment because a “specified
nonrecognition transaction.

BEAT COMPUTATION: Nonrecognition Transactions – AntiAbuse Rule Example
USP takes a $200
AB in Asset

US
Parent

Distribution of
Asset in
liquidation of
CFC 2

Cash: $200
CFC1

•

•

CFC2

Asset: AB: $10
FMV: $200

•

•
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Concern that the exception for specified nonrecognition transactions could lead to inappropriate
results in certain cases, e.g., a sale of depreciable
property between foreign related parties shortly
before a non-recognition transaction thereby
stepping up the basis of property
Anti-abuse rule turns off treatment as a specified
non-recognition transaction if a transaction (or
series of transactions) has a principal purpose of
increasing the adjusted basis of property. Treas. Reg.
§1.59A-9(b)(4). Deemed principal purpose of tax
avoidance if a transaction between related parties
increases the basis of property within 6 months
before the taxpayer acquired the property in a
specified nonrecognition transaction.
Example 10, Treas. Reg. §1.59A-9(c), (no principal
purpose when sale preceding inbound
nonrecognition transaction was between unrelated
parties).
Anti-abuse rule applies after other doctrines (e.g.,
step-transaction and economic substance)

BEAT COMPUTATION: Nonrecognition Transactions – AntiAbuse Rule Example
USP takes a $200
AB in Asset

US
Parent

Distribution of
Asset in
liquidation of
CFC 2

Cash: $200
CFC1

CFC2

•

1/1/20: CFC1 sells depreciable asset to CFC2 for cash
$200

•

5/1/20: CFC2 liquidates into the USP.

•

Transaction occurs within 6 months before the
taxpayer acquired the property in a specified
nonrecognition transaction then the transaction is
“deemed” to have a principal purpose…”
Result: Denial of specified non-recognition
transaction treatment.

•
Asset: AB: $10
FMV: $200
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BEAT COMPUTATION: Nonrecognition Transactions Distributions and Redemptions
Ex: Inbound dividend

USCo
Depreciable
property
Foreign
Sub

2018 Proposed Regulations
• §301 distribution was not a BEAT payment because
there was no consideration to the foreign related party
in exchange for the property.
• Preamble notes that there is no base erosion payment
when a taxpayer receives depreciable property from a
foreign related party as an in-kind distribution subject to
§ 301 because the taxpayer provides no consideration in
exchange for the property.
Final Regulations
• Clarified that all § 301 distributions “ (i.e., Pure
Distribution”) are not base erosion payments.
• “A distribution of property that is not part of an
exchange(such as a distribution under §301, without
regard to whether §301(c)(1) (dividend), (c)(2) (return of
basis), or (c)(3) (sale or exchange for stock) applies) is not
received with respect to an amount paid or accrued.”
Treas. Reg. §1.59A-2(b)(2)(ii).
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BEAT COMPUTATION: Nonrecognition Transactions Distributions and Redemptions
Ex: Inbound dividend

§301 distributions
• Not BEPs, because no exchange (no consideration
provided by the shareholder)

USCo
Depreciable
property
Foreign
Sub
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Redemptions and other exchanges of stock
• Conversely, a BEAT payment will include a redemption of
stock within the meaning of §317(b) (acquisition of stock
by a corporation from its shareholder in exchange for
property) if it is an amount paid or accrued by the
shareholder to the corporation (or by the acquiring
corporation to the transferor in a §304 transaction),
without regard to the treatment of such transaction for
U.S. federal income tax purposes (e.g., an amount that §
304(b)(2) treats as a dividend). Treas. Reg. §1.59A3(b)(2)(ii).
•
BEPs include redemptions of stock under §§317(b),
302(a) and (d), 304 or 306(a)(2)
– Also include §331 liquidations

BEAT COMPUTATION: Waiver of Deductions
Statute
• §59A(d)(1) defines ‘base erosion payment’ as any amount paid or accrued by the
taxpayer to a foreign person which is a related party of the taxpayer and with respect
to which a deduction is allowable.
• §59A(c)(2)(A) defines ‘base erosion tax benefit’ in reference to deductions allowed for
the taxable year.
2019 Proposed Regulations
• Provide that all deductions that could be claimed by a taxpayer for the tax year are
treated as allowed deductions for purposes of determining a taxpayer’s base erosion
tax benefits and thus the taxpayers base erosion percentage.
–

–
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Provide that taxpayers may elect, on an annual basis, to waive certain deductions (on an original return,
an amended return, or during exam) and thus not take those deductions into account as base erosion tax
benefits.
Any deduction that is electively waived is generally treated as having been waived for all purposes of the
Code and regulations. See exceptions in Prop Reg § 1.59A-3(c)(6)(ii)(B).

BEAT COMPUTATION: Election to Waive Deductions
In general
• Allows taxpayers to selectively waive deductions permanently that could be
treated as base erosion payments. Prop. Reg. §1.59A-3(c)(6)
• Deductions may be waived in whole or in part and generally applies for all
U.S. federal income tax purposes subject to certain limited exceptions.
• All deductions that are not waived are considered “allowed” regardless of
whether they are claimed on the tax return.
• Election is made on an annual basis. Taxpayers may choose not to make the
election for a subsequent year.
• Taxpayers are permitted to make the election retroactively by filing an
amended return or during the course of an examination for the relevant tax
year(but may not reverse a prior election).
• The amount of waived deductions can be adjusted upwards but not
downwards on any amended federal income tax return or during the course
of an examination.
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BEAT COMPUTATION: Election to Waive Deductions
Effect of Election to Waive Deductions:
• Impact on Base Erosion Percentage
✓As the waived deduction are not treated as base erosion tax benefits, the
forgone deductions are excluded from both the numerator and the
denominator, resulting in a comparatively lower base erosion percentage
• By making the “waiver election” for these tax-deductible expenses, and thus
to forego the deduction, Federal taxable income accordingly increases.
• Mechanics of Adjustments – permanent book-to-tax adjustments [M-1]?
• Also no add-back to MTI.
• Utilize NOL carry forward to offset increased Federal regular income tax
liability
• FDII benefits?
• Financial statement impact?
• State and Local tax implications?
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BEAT COMPUTATION: Election to Waive Deductions
Election is disregarded in determining:
• Amount allowable for depreciation or amortization under §§ 167(c) and 1016(a)(2) or
(3), and any other adjustment to basis under §1016(a)
• §482
• Earnings and profits (E&P)
• Qualification for exclusive apportionment under Treas. Reg. §1.861-17
• Any other item as necessary to prevent a taxpayer from receiving the benefit of a
waived deduction. See Prop. Reg. §1.59A-3(c)(6)(ii)(B) for additional details.
Mechanics
• Waiver may be elected on an original or amended return, or during exam
• The election to waive deductions would not constitute a method of accounting under
§446, and, accordingly, no IRS consent is required
• Until the 2019 proposed regulations are final, a taxpayer may rely on the proposed
regulations and make the election by attaching a statement to its Form 8991 with the
required information.
• If a taxpayer takes advantage of the deduction waiver with respect to a particular
deduction for a prior year, the taxpayer is not permitted to recover the waived
deduction in a subsequent year by making an accounting method change
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BEAT COMPUTATION: Modified Taxable Income –The “Add
Back” Approach
• §59A(c)(1) defines “modified taxable income” as the taxable
income of the taxpayer determined without regard to (a) base
erosion tax benefits and (b) the base erosion percentage of any
NOL deduction.

• The Final Regulations adopt the 2018 Proposed Regulations’
static“ add-back approach” for the computation of “modified
taxable income,” i.e., simply adding back (a) and (b) to taxable
income. For ease of administration, among other reasons, the
Final Regulations reject a dynamic “re-computation approach.”
Thus, the disallowance of deductions under BEAT does not result
in an increased NOL utilization or an increased §163(j) “adjusted
taxable income” when calculating the “modified taxable income”
for BEAT purposes.
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BEAT COMPUTATION: Modified Taxable Income – Negative
Taxable Income
Regular Tax
Liability

BEAT
Liability

Gross income

$100

$100

Base Erosion Deductions

($70)

($70)

Other deductions

($80)

($80)

Taxable Income

($50)

($50)

Available NOL (pre-2018)

$400

$400

$0

$0

($50)

($50)

2019 Year End

•

•
NOL Utilized
Taxable Income (after NOL)

BEAT Addback:

➢

Base Erosion Tax Benefit

n/a

$70

Base Eroding % of NOL

n/a

$0

Adjusted Taxable Income

$0

$20

TAX (21% Regular, 10% BEAT)

$0

$2

➢

➢
➢
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Following the 2018 Proposed Regulations, the Final
Regulations provide that: If a taxpayer has a current
year loss (i.e., excess of deductions over gross
income), the taxpayer will be considered to have
negative taxable income for the year as the starting
point for the “modified taxable income” calculation.
But if there is an NOL carryover to the taxable year
and the NOL deduction exceeds the amount of
positive taxable income before that deduction, the
NOL does not reduce taxable income below zero:
If current-year loss, add-back begins at negative
taxable income
Only the amount of NOL carryover absorbed by
taxable income reduces taxable income for MTI
purposes
Base Erosion % of pre-2018 NOLs is 0
Track current year Base Erosion % for current year
NOL of $50 when computing MTI for a future year
to which the NOL is carried over
— 2019 Base Erosion % = 46.67% [$70/(70+80)]

BEAT COMPUTATION: NOL Carryforward – Vintage Year
Regular Tax
Liability

BEAT
Liability

Gross income

$2,000

$2,000

Base Erosion Deductions

($400)

($400)

Other deductions

($900)

($900)

Taxable Income

$700

$700

Available NOL (pre-2018)

$400

$400

Available NOL (from 2019)

$50

$50

NOL Utilized

$450

$450

Taxable Income (after NOL)

$250

$250

Base Erosion Tax Benefit

n/a

$400

Base Eroding % of NOL (pre-2018)

n/a

$0

Base Eroding % of NOL (from 2019)

n/a

$23

2020 Year End

•

•

•

BEAT Addback:

➢
➢
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Adjusted Taxable Income

$250

$673

TAX (21% Regular, 10% BEAT)

$53

$67

Following the 2018 Proposed Regulations, the
Final Regulations apply the base erosion
percentage of the vintage year. For NOLs arising
in pre-2018 tax years, the base erosion
percentage is always zero.
The relevant base erosion percentage is the
percentage for the aggregate group in the
vintage year.
The vintage year approach appears to apply
even with respect to NOLs arising in a year
when the taxpayer was not an “applicable
taxpayer” M&A diligence: Reconstruct vintage
year base erosion percentage when acquiring
target with NOLs.
Base Erosion % of pre-2018 NOLs is 0
Base Eroding % of NOL generated in 2019 (see
Example 6) and deducted in 2020 is computed
to be $23
— 2019 Base Erosion % of 46.67%, multiplied
by $50 NOL Carryforward

NOL Carrybacks
• The Coronavirus Aid, Relief and Economic Security Act (CARES
Act) reinstated NOL carrybacks for taxable years beginning
before January 1, 2021.
• Five-year carryback and eliminates the 20% haircut from TCJA.
• Does not address the interaction with the BEAT.
• Ordering rule – go back to earlies year first.
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BEAT COMPUTATION: Calculate Regular Tax Liability
•

The Base Erosion Minimum Tax Amount (“BEMTA”) equals the excess of (1) the BEAT rate
for the tax year multiplied by the taxpayer’s modified taxable income for the tax year
over (2) the taxpayer’s “adjusted regular tax liability” for that year. Calculated on a
consolidated group basis (Final Regulations rejected requests for calculation of BEMTA
on an aggregate group basis).
✓ An applicable taxpayer’s regular tax liability is its general income tax liability for a
taxable year determined pursuant to §26(b) of the Code.

•

The regular tax liability is then reduced by certain income tax credits:

✓ For taxable years beginning after December 31, 2017 but before January 1, 2026, in
determining the taxpayer’s adjusted regular tax liability, credits (including foreign tax
credits) are subtracted from the regular tax liability amount (but not below zero), thus
increasing the amount of the BEMTA, except for:
✓ §41(a) research credit and a portion [80%] of applicable §38 credits (i.e., low-income
housing credit, renewable energy production credit and energy credits).
✓ Credits for overpayment of taxes and for taxes withheld at source.
✓ AMT credit, both refundable and nonrefundable portions (exclusion added by the
Final Regulations)
• For taxable years beginning on or after January 1, 2026, the regular tax liability is
reduced by all allowable income tax credits.
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BEAT COMPUTATION: Tax Credits
SD comment – this slide is confusing so would suggest deleting, it will be hard to walk through the calculation on a webex
BEAT Calculation

Regular Tax
Calculation

Note

Item

A

Taxable income

B

Base erosion payment

n/a

C=A+B

Modified taxable income

n/a

D = C x 21%

Regular tax liability @ 21%

E = C x 10%

10% of MTI

F

(b2)

(b3)

$

100,000

$ 100,000

93,000

150,000

170,000

193,000

250,000

270,000

n/a

19,300

25,000

27,000

R&D credit

2,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

G

Applicable Sec 38 credits*

1,000

800

800

800

H

Other tax credits (FTC)

1,500

-

-

-

J=D-F-G-H

Net tax after credits

K

BEAT

$

(b1)

100,000
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100,000

21,000

$

16,500

$

16,500

$

22,200

$

24,200

n/a

$

-

$

5,700

$

7,700

Calculation of break even MTI

Conclusion:

L=F+G+H

Total credits

M = G x 80%

Less 80% of the applicable credits

F

Less R&D

2,000

N=L-M-F

Benefits of credits

1,700

O=D-N

Regular tax as adjusted

$

19,300

P = O / 10%

Break even MTI

$

193,000

* Only 80% of the applicable Sec 38 credits allowed for BEAT

$

$

4,500
800

•
•

US corporation is an applicable taxpayer
With an adjusted tax liability of $19,300, the US Co
will owe a BEAT to the extent its MTI exceeds
$193,000. With taxable income of $100,000, US Co
will have to pay tax if it deducts more than $93,000 in
base erosion benefits.

BEAT COMPUTATION: Impact of Reduced FDAP
Withholding
Foreign Parent

US Sub

•

−

$300 of gross income

−

$200 of deductions, including a $180 royalty
payment to a foreign affiliate that is subject
to US withholding tax at 30% in scenario (A)
and at a reduced 5% rate in scenario (B)

−

$0 of tax credits

Foreign Sub

Deductible interest Payment

Regular Tax
Liability

BEAT
Liability
(A)

BEAT
Liability
(B)

$300

$300

$300

Base Erosion Deductions

($180)

($180)

($180)

Other deductions

($20)

($20)

($20)

Taxable Income

$100

$100

$100

2020 Year End

Gross income

BEAT Addback:
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Assume that US Sub has:

Base Erosion Tax Benefit

n/a

$0

$150

Adjusted Taxable Income

$100

$100

$250

TAX (21% Regular, 10% BEAT)

$21

$10

$25

•

US Sub has $180 of base erosion payments

•

In scenario (A), US Sub has $0 ($180 x (30% –
30%) ÷ 30%) of base erosion tax benefits. If a
payment is determined to be a base erosion
payment but is subject to 30% FDAP withholding
tax and that tax is actually deducted and
withheld, then the payment does not give rise to
a base erosion tax benefit.

•

In scenario (B), US Sub has $150 ($180 x (30% –
5%) ÷ 30%) of base erosion tax benefits

BEAT COMPUTATION: Interaction with §163(j)
Foreign Parent

US Sub

Foreign Sub

Interest Payment
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•

Current year disallowed interest expense is first allocated to unrelated party
interest expense Treas. Reg. § 1.59A-3(c)(4)(ii)(B)(1).

•

Current year interest expense not disallowed under §163(j) is first allocated pro
rata to related party foreign and related party domestic interest expense.

Ordering rules for current year interest expense and disallowed interest expense
carry forward deductible in the current year to determine the character of such
interest expense: Treas. Reg. §1.59A-3(c)(4)(ii)(B)(2)
❑ The deduction allowed for business interest expense paid or accrued in that
taxable year is treated first as foreign related business interest expense and
domestic related business interest expense (on a pro-rata basis), and second as
unrelated business interest expense;
❑ Disallowed business interest expense carryforward is treated first as business
interest expense paid to unrelated parties, and then as business interest
expense paid to related parties, proportionately between foreign and domestic
related party business interest expense.
❑ Disallowed business interest expense carryforwards are deducted in the order
of the taxable years in which they arose, beginning with the earliest taxable
year.
❑ If the disallowed interest expense carried forward and deducted in the current
year first arose in a taxable year beginning on or before December 31, 2017,
that disallowed interest expense carryforward amount would not be
characterized as a base erosion benefit. Treas. Reg. §1.59A-3(b)(4)(vi).
•

CARES Act and Section 163(j)
• The CARES Act amended section 163(j) and increased the
limitation from 30% to 50% of adjusted taxable income for tax
years 2019 and 2020.
• Taxpayer can elect to apply ATI from 2019 for 2020.
• Taxpayer can elect out and apply 30% of ATI.
• However, the CARES Act does not modify the interaction
between section 163(j) and the BEAT, and taxpayers may find
there is no difference with additional borrowing capacity.
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BEAT COMPUTATION: Blended Tax Rate - Application of §15
What is the BEAT rate applicable to a fiscal year taxpayer for the tax
year beginning in 2018 and ending in 2019?
2018 Proposed Regulations
•
•

For a fiscal-year taxpayer, §15 would apply to any tax year beginning after January 1, 2018.
Fiscal-year taxpayers would have a
– (1) 0% BEAT rate for the tax year that includes January 1, 2018
– (2) blended rate between 5% and 10% for the tax year that includes January 1, 2019
– (3) blended rate between 10% and 12.5% for the tax year that includes January 1, 2026

Final Regulations
•

Reverse the 2018 Proposed Regulations and provide that §15 does not apply to change the tax
rate for fiscal years ending in 2019. §15 will apply for fiscal-years ending in 2026.
Fiscal-year taxpayers have a
– (1) 0% BEAT rate for the tax year that includes January 1, 2018
– (2) a 5% rate for the tax year that includes January 1, 2019
– (3) blended rate between 10% and 12.5% for the tax year that includes January 1, 2026

•
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BEAT COMPUTATION: GILTI & Subpart F
Service Payment

U.S. Parent

CFC 1
Service Income
Less Expenses
= Net income
Tax Adjustments
-> GILTI
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CFC 2

❑ Denied requests for exclusion from Base erosion Payments
which are included in Subpart F or GILTI and therefore subject
to U.S. income tax.
❑ Other reasons for ECI exception and the exception under §267A
do not warrant a subpart F, GILTI, or QEF exception from base
erosion payment status.
❑ In contrast to the tax directly imposed on a foreign person with
respect to its ECI under §§871(b) and 882(a), a CFC receiving a
base erosion payment is not directly subject to U.S. taxation
❑ A foreign corporation that is engaged in a U.S. trade or business
is itself subject to section 59A. In contrast, because neither a
CFC nor a PFIC is subject to section 59A, the CFC or PFIC can
make payments to a foreign related party without any BEAT
consequences.
-> Therefore not captured by policy because not eroding U.S. tax
base
❑ Requests argued for similar treatment as §988 losses should
apply
❑ Proposed regulations under §267A provide an exception for
certain payments that result in income inclusions under §951
and §951A and suggested equivalent treatment was justified in
the case of the BEAT.

BEAT: Planning Considerations
Review the operating models for BEAT exposure

•
—

Contract R&D (US principal pays offshore related party service provider)
❑ Consider R&D cost sharing instead of contract R&D

—

US Company in service industry contracts with 3rd parties customers but outsources
portion to a foreign related party
❑ Consider specific language in the contract regarding the outsourced related party
component or have third parties contract directly with the foreign related party

—

US acting as a clearing house for payments to/from related foreign parties
❑ Consider treating the US as an agent rather than payee or income and payor of
deductible expenses
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•

Consider utilizing branch structures/CTB planning (Note other ramifications of a branch
structure, including the continued imposition of current-basis U.S. tax on branch
operations and the establishment of a separate FTC basket for branch operations under
the new legislation)

•

Gross amounts paid to a related party may be base erosion payments
—

Contract terms important

—

Possible need to unbundle certain transactions to determine base erosion payments

—

Cost sharing payments to be recognized on a net basis; same for net platform
contribution payments

BEAT: Debt Finance Restructuring
Base Eroding
Payment

Non - Base
Eroding Payment

Foreign Parent

Foreign Parent

Interest

Loan

US Sub

US Sub
Bank Loan

Interest

3rd Party
Bank
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BEAT: Service Supply Chain

Non - Base
Eroding Payment

Base Eroding
Payment
Service
payment

Foreign Parent
Service
payment

3rd Party
Vendor

Foreign Parent

Service
payment

Foreign Sub
Foreign Sub

US Sub
Service
payment

Service
payment

3rd Party
Vendor
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US Sub

BEAT: Service Supply Chain: Pass-through Payments
2018 Proposed Regulations [Preamble]
❑ In general, the treatment of a payment as deductible, or as other than deductible, such as an amount that reduces
gross income or is excluded from gross income because it is beneficially owned by another person, generally will
have federal income tax consequences that will affect the application of section 59A and will also have
consequences for other provisions of the Code. In light of existing tax law dealing with identifying who is the
beneficial owner of income, who owns an asset, and the related tax consequences (including under principalagent principles, reimbursement doctrine, case law conduit principles, assignment of income or other principles of
generally applicable tax law), the proposed regulations do not establish any specific rules for purposes of section
59A for determining whether a payment is treated as a deductible payment or, when viewed as part of a series of
transactions, should be characterized in a different manner.
-> Broadly, the comments considered situations where a domestic corporation makes a deductible payment to a
foreign related party, and that foreign related party in turn makes corresponding payments to unrelated third parties;
addressed were also global services contracts
2019 Final Regulations [Preamble]
❑ The final regulations do not adopt a general exception to the definition of a base erosion payment in situations
when the foreign related payee also makes payments to unrelated persons.
❑ If traced to the ultimate recipient, most expenses of a taxpayer could be linked to a payment to an unrelated
party, through direct tracing or otherwise, leaving a residual of profit associated with the payment. Accordingly,
adopting such an exception would have the effect of eliminating a significant portion of service payments to
foreign related parties from the BEAT because it would impose the BEAT on the net rather than the gross amount
of the payment.
❑ Determination of whether a payment or accrual by the taxpayer to a foreign related party is described in one of
four categories of a base erosion payment is made under general U.S. federal income tax law, including agency
principles. See Treas. Reg. §1.59A-3(b)(2)(i)
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BEAT: Service Supply Chain: Agency Principles

Considerations:
Non - Base
Base Eroding
Eroding
Payment
Payment
vs.
Service
payment

Foreign Parent
Reimbursements
of costs

Foreign Sub
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3rd Party
Vendor

Reimbursement
of costs

US Sub

Economic
benefit of service

❑Foreign parent functions as clearing house
❑Financial recording of reimbursements:
pure balance sheet entries at foreign
parent level
❑Re-charge of costs
❑Risk bearing and payment obligations
under default of payment
❑Guarantee by U.S. “Principal”
❑Foreign parent does not have any
economic benefit from payments to 3rd
party vendor
❑Contractual language indicates agency
▪ General principles of Federal income tax
law
▪ National Carbide vs. Commr.
▪ Bollinger vs. Commr.
❑Undisclosed relationship

BEAT: Restructure to Treat Royalty/ Management Fees as
Component of COGS
Non - Base
Eroding Payment

Base Eroding
Payment

3rd Party
Manufacturer

Foreign Parent
Royalty/
Mgmt Fee

3rd Party
Manufacturer
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Foreign Parent

License
Purchase of
Goods

US Sub
Goods

Goods

Sales

US Sub
Sales

3rd Party
Customers

Sales

3rd Party
Customers

BEAT: Future Developments
•
•

•
•
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Multilateral actions taken against BEAT due to misalignment with BEPS Action items
OECD released proposal for a global minimum tax under Pillar 2 of the project to address the
tax challenges of digitalization.
1. An income-inclusion rule allowing a country to include some foreign income in its tax
base if that foreign income is taxed below a minimum rate. [Inspired by U.S. GILTI]
2. An under-taxed payments rule that would allow a country to disallow a deduction or
apply a withholding tax to payments that are not taxed or taxed below a minimum rate.
[Inspired by U.S. BEAT tax]
3. A switch-over rule that would allow a country to change tax treaty implications for profits
of entities that are taxed below a minimum rate.
4. A subject to tax rule that would change treaty benefits for certain items of income where
payments are under-taxed relative to the minimum rate.
“Re”-alignment of BEPS / OECD policy with U.S. tax reform, i.e., BEAT under Pillar 2
Interaction between GILTI and the BEAT

BEAT: Application to Partnerships
2018 Proposed Regulations
•
•
•

Takes an aggregate approach to partnerships
For applicable taxpayer test, each partner includes a share of partnership gross
receipts in proportion to the partner’s distributive share of gross income
To determine whether a taxpayer has made a base erosion payment, taxpayer
must treat a payment to or from a partnership as made to or from each partner
and the assets and liabilities of the partnership as assets and liabilities of each
partner

2019 Final Regulations
•
•

•
•
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“Several new rules aimed at clarifying the application of the BEAT to partners and
partnerships.”
§1.59A-7(b) provides that section 59A determinations are made at the partner
level (i.e., the aggregate approach). Most tax items follow a partner’s distributive
share under §704(b).
Provides new ordering rules: §1.59A-7(c)(5).
For purposes of determining whether a base erosion payment has been made,
payments to or from a partnership are treated as made to or from each partner,
and partnership assets (and liabilities) treated as assets (and liabilities) of each
partner. Treas. Reg. §1.59A-7(c).

BEAT: Application to Partnerships
2019 Final Regulations
• No “specified non-recognition transaction” treatment for a section 721(a)
exchange:
• If a partnership issues an interest in the partnership in exchange for a
contribution of property to the partnership, the contributing partner is
treated as exchanging a portion of the contributed property for a portion of
the partners’ pre-contribution interests in the “partnership assets.” Treas.
Reg. §1.59A-4(c)(3)(iii). “Partnership assets” include the assets contributed by
the contributing partner and any other assets that are contributed to the
partnership at the same time.
Different Treatment of IRC Section 721(a) Transaction vs. IRC Section 351(a)
• The Preamble explains that a similar nonrecognition exclusion for a partner’s
Section 721 contribution to a partnership is purposely not adopted. Due to
the flow-through nature of partnership taxation
• Treasury’s intent to apply an aggregate approach to partnership transactions.
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BEAT: Application to Partnerships
2019 Final Regulations
•
•

Foreign
Partner [B]

U.S. Partner
[A]

•
Property B
[depreciable]
FMV: $100
Basis: $100

Property A
[depreciable]
FMV: $100
Basis: $100

Partner
ship
[U.S.]

•
•
•
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U.S. Partner [A] and Foreign Partner [B] are
related
$20 annual depreciation deduction for
Property B, $10 of which is allocated to A.
A is treated as owing a 50% proportionate
share of each of Property A and Property B.
Treas. Reg. §1.59A-7(c)(2).
A is treated as exchanging a 50% interest in
Property A for a 50% interest in Property B.
A’s payment to acquire the interest in
Property B is a base erosion payment.
The base erosion tax benefit is the $10x per
year depreciation allocated to A with
respect to Property B, which may not be
netted with any other partnership item.

BEAT: Anti-Abuse Provision - Partnerships
2019 Proposed Regulations
•
Foreign
Partner [B]

U.S. Partner
[A]

•

Partner
ship
[U.S.]

•

•
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A partner is treated as having a base erosion
tax benefit to the extent the partnership places
a taxpayer in an “economically equivalent
position by allocating less income to that
partner in lieu of a deduction to that partner.”
Anti-abuse rules aimed at derivatives on
partnership interests and targeting allocations
by a partnership to prevent or reduce a base
erosion payment.
Request comments on the application of ECI to
partners and partnerships and provide rules for
filing partnership returns.
Partnership anti-abuse rules would apply to tax
years ending on or after December 2, 2019

Disclosures
This document is current as of March 23, 2020. This document is not written tax advice directed at the particular
facts and circumstances of any person. This document is for general information purposes only, and should not be
used as a substitute for consultation with professional advisors
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